A novel basal lamina matrix of the stratified epithelium of the ovarian follicle.
Basal laminas are important sheets of specialized extracellular matrix that underlie and surround groups of cells, such as epithelia or endothelia, enabling the cells to orientate their basal/apical polarity and creating a microenvironment for them. Basal laminas can also individually encapsulate whole cells, such as muscle cells, thereby forming a microenvironment but not polarizing the enclosed cells. Other mesenchymal or stromal cells exist with no basal lamina. In the course of studying the bovine follicular basal lamina which underlies the multilayered epithelium of the ovarian follicle, we identified a developmentally regulated novel extracellular matrix (which we call focimatrix for focal intra-epithelial matrix). Focimatrix is composed of basal lamina-like material deposited as plaques or aggregates between the multilayers of the epithelial granulosa cells. The focimatrix does not encapsulate individual or groups of cells and therefore does not form a microenvironment for them. Focimatrix contains collagen type IV subunits alpha1 and alpha2 (but not alpha3-alpha6), and laminin chains alpha1, beta2 and gamma1 (but not alpha2 or beta1), and nidogen-1 and perlecan (but not versican). The amount of focimatrix increases with increasing follicular size, and its appearance precedes the expression by granulosa cells of the enzymes for steroid hormone synthesis, cholesterol side-chain cleavage cytochrome P450 (SCC) and 3beta-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase (3beta-HSD), in the days preceding ovulation. The expression in granulosa cells of two components examined, nidogen-1 and perlecan, also increases substantially when follicles enlarge to a sufficient size capable of ovulating. Following ovulation the follicular basal lamina is degraded, and presumably focimatrix is too since it is not detected in corpora lutea that develop from the ovulating follicles. During this development the granulosa cells undergo an epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT) into luteal cells following ovulation, and substantially increase their expression of steroidogenic enzymes in the process. During EMT epithelial cells lose polarity. Since focimatrix exists on more than one side of the granulosa cells, we propose that it disrupts the polarity induced by the follicular basal lamina in the lead up to ovulation. Hence focimatrix maybe a key part of the follicular/luteal EMT.